ONE MIND AT A TIME

YOUTH SELF-DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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Mission
To provide a safe, caring, growth-inducing community for our youth that enables them to reach
their full potential.

Vision
To revolutionize education for our youth.

About OMAAT Academy
OMAAT Academy is a company dedicated to providing self-development courses and programs
for our youth. Our first program, Our Life Lab, is a self-development program that teaches life
skills. Our program focuses on three vital components: Community, Life Skills, and Interactive
Exercises.
Our Life Lab will provide students with a community that encourages self-development and
self-care. In our research we discovered that most teenagers only have access to common
communities such as school, sports, music and arts, and do not have access to an environment
that provides support in personal development and self-care. Our supportive community comes
to life during the first hour of the workshop, the Topic of Discussion session. During the Topic of
Discussion session each student will present a struggle in a structured way and will learn how to
contribute when someone else is sharing a struggle. The students will first share a struggle then
explain the situation and, finally, describe what the situation means to them. The students
listening will contribute to the individual sharing a struggle by either: giving positive thoughts
and feedback, encouraging them to take action, listing possible next steps, voicing similar
struggles and/or helping them gain a new perspective. We will be teaching our students that
every struggle has a meaning and that they have the power to change that meaning with the help
of talking to others.
In addition to providing a supportive community, Our Life Lab will be providing life skill classes
during the second part of the workshop. We will be providing the mental tools they need to
endure the challenges that come with adulthood during the most vital time in a student’s life,
their adolescent years. Imagine if one student could learn how to manage their finances in their
9th or 10th grade year, instead of after 20 years of financial neglect and hardship. We believe that
our youth deserves access to not only an education in history and science, but an education in
life.
Additionally, Our Life Lab provides a different method of teaching. We believe in teaching
through experience. We have discovered that learning through experience is far more effective
than a typical lecture-based style of teaching. Jim Kwik, a world expert in optimal brain
performance, explains how you don’t learn by being lectured to; instead, you learn by creating
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information and being active in the process (Kwik, 2017). Our students will have the opportunity
to learn through our engaging live experiential exercises. We have created a wide variety of
diverse, enjoyable, team-driven exercises that will teach young people life lessons such as, but
not limited to: setting goals, communication skills, how to network, finances, how to get a job
and contribution to others.
Finally, Our Life Lab will end the workshop with the “Power Hour.” This part of the workshop
consists of events and other self-development practices for the students which include, but are
not limited to: Ted Talks, motivational videos, guest speakers, reward and achievement
ceremonies, CEO/Founder visits, interviews, and more. After conducting the event of choice, the
Facilitator will engage in a group discussion with the students to see what they learned. The
Facilitator will end the workshop by asking each student to come up with one action item based
on what they learned that day. This action item will be referred to as a “Gift” by the Facilitator
since the action item acts as a gift by giving the students opportunity for growth.
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OUR LIFE LAB
CURRICULUM
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Opportunity Details
The Problem: Our youth is facing struggles in life that no one prepared them for. According to
Therese J. Borchard, a teen takes his or her own life every 100 minutes. Suicide is the
third-leading cause of death for young adults ages 15 to 24 (Borchard, 2016). These alarming
statistics show that an overwhelming majority of our youth feel alone, stressed, anxious and/or
depressed. This leads to poor decision making, poorly planned futures, suicides and more
struggles and challenges than necessary or anticipated. It can be conservatively assumed that we
have all learned real life lessons the hard way. We have learned life lessons through countless
trials, errors and wasted time. What if it didn’t have to be this way? We believe in preparing our
youth for life’s challenges and struggles by providing the life skills needed to do so.
The Solution: Our Life Lab is not a one-time 3 hour program. Our Life Lab is a monthly
ongoing program. This means the students have an opportunity to interact with others in their age
group over a long period of time. They will learn to build relationships and become a community
that they are responsible for creating. It is often the case that our youth is unable to handle a
current problem, not because they don’t know how, but because they don’t have the support they
need. We will be providing students with the real-life skills needed to transition into adulthood
with confidence while reducing some of the statistics associated with stress, depression and
suicide.
Target Market: Parents and guardians of teenage students. The household income of a parent or
guardian would be median income.

Giving Back
OMAAT Academy believes in giving back. Once established, we will introduce supplementary
programs to support our communities. Here is an example of the kind of supplemental programs
we are working on:
OMAAT Academy Gives Back: Once a year we will host “OMAAT Academy Gives
Back” which is a supplemental program that invites local non-profit organizations
to one of our workshops. Nonprofits will present their missions and students will
have the opportunity to vote for their favorite. The donation to the chosen
nonprofit organization will come from a portion of our yearly profits and will be
distributed the following year preceding the voting.

Program Cost is $125 per child
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The OMAAT Academy team is fueled by a dream to revolutionize education for our youth. We
do not want our current financial situation to determine the fruition of that dream. We need
resources to take care of our facilitators, to build our programs, and to market our program. With
the right resources we will reach more students and change more lives. Please support our dream
by joining this movement or by sharing this executive summary with people in your network.
Sharing this summary is just as important in supporting our cause. Join the movement and
change lives. We can’t wait to hear from you.
With tremendous gratitude, the OMAAT Academy Team.

Contact Information
Sam Peña - Founder
sampena@omaatacademy.com
Hilcia Hernandez - CEO & Co-Founder
hilcia@omaatacademy.com
www.omaatacademy.com
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